Where to Eat

Coal/Douglass Campus
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
90.3 The Core
Listen to music and decorate the Core Board with the radio station of Rutgers' Livingston Campus.
90.3 The Core CDF-283

Arbor Day: From Seed to Saw

Tour the barn of the only student-owned sawmill demonstration.
Rutgers Urban Forestry Program CDF-261

NJ 4-H State Dog Show
Skelly Field
4-H dog project youth exhibit their knowledge and skills in a variety of competitions. 4-H Youth Development, Rutgers Cooperative Extension Services CDF-388

Nutrition and Food Security
Take on the role of cooperative extension agent, and see if you can identify the best fruits to grow after a drought. Office of STEM Education, Math and Science Learning Center, Rutgers Science Explorer CDF-278

Pet the Puppies
Meet and pet our Seeing Eye puppies in training and support our club. Department of Animal Science CDF-61

Petting Zoo
Round House
Interact with, feed, and pet baby animals from the Rutgers farm. Rutgers University Veterinary Science Club (RUVSC) CDF-77

R Cupcake Display and Sampling
Help yourself to a tasty treat. Student Affairs, Dining Services CDF-86

RUT a Sailor?
Learn about our team and the art of knot tying. Rutgers University Sailing Team CDF-416

Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club
Join this new club to further develop your public speaking and leadership skills. Rutgers 33KB Toastmasters Club CDF-574

Rutgers Equestrian Team
Get your face painted and learn about the Rutgers horseback riding team. Rutgers Recreation-Sports Club CDF-125

Rutgers Science Explorer
All aboard the "Science Bus," a 40-foot-long hub of hands-on STEM activities and learning. Office of STEM Education, Math and Science Learning Center, Rutgers Science Explorer CDF-220

Scarlet Alumni Headquarters
Catch up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ! Enjoy refreshments, photos, class year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CDF-23

ScreenNJ and the Giant Inflatable Colon
Get up close and personal with your lower intestines, and learn about colorectal cancer screening and prevention. ScreenNJ Program, Department of Cancer Health Equity, Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey CDF-62

Society of Animal Science/Endocrinology and Animal Bioscience BBQ
Bagels and pork roll sandwiches in the morning; Jersey Fresh beef burgers, bison burgers, Italian sausages, veggie burgers, and hot dogs for lunch. Department of Animal Science CDF-66

Tour the Equine Lab
Red Barn
Tour the lab, get an anatomy lesson with “Wishbone,” the center’s life-size articulated equine skeleton, and learn about the Equine Science 4 Kids program. Rutgers Equine Science Center CDF-42

Tour the Equine Lab
Red Barn
Tour the lab, get an anatomy lesson with “Wishbone,” the center’s life-size articulated equine skeleton, and learn about the Equine Science 4 Kids program. Rutgers Equine Science Center CDF-42

Loree Building Area
All-day programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Big Dig and More
Play at the Fossils and Human Evolution table, get your face painted like a primate, and more! Department of Anthropology CDF-292

Bunting Program for Non-Traditional Aged Students
Kids, participate in an activity. Adults, learn how you can get involved. Mary I. Bunting Program, Douglass Residential College CDF-435

Comic Book Superstars
Loree Building, rooms 007 and 013
Create a comic strip with you as the star, and take home a copy! Office of Information Technology CDF-206

Douglass Global Village
Play games to expand your knowledge of different cultures and cultural practices. Global Village, Douglass Residential College CDF-433

Douglass Not Alone
Understand our focus on women’s mental health through activities and flyers. Douglass Residential College CDF-438

Douglass Residential College
Trivia Bowl
Test your knowledge to snag some Douglass swag! Douglass Governing Council CDF-492

Douglass Student Recruitment Network
Glam Station
Calling all fashionistas! Model your Douglass pride with a temporary tattoo, or design a paper plates purse. Douglass Student Recruitment Network, Douglass Residential College CDF-458

Get Engaged: Practice Politics in 2019
Register to vote, play politically-themed games, and learn about public events. Eagleton Institute of Politics CDF-404

Red Pine Ambassadors
Red Pine Ambassadors lead tours, assist at open houses, and more. Meet, greet, and learn about Douglass! Douglass Residential College CDF-487

Re-Energize with Kinesiology and Health
Go head-to-head with a Rutgers athlete to learn about the dynamics of human movement. Department of Kinesiology and Health CDF-234

RU Learning? Explore the Learning Centers!
Loree Building, room 124
Stop by the to see how adults, children, and pets learn. Games, word searches, puzzles, brain teasers, and more! Learning Centers, Undergraduate Academic Affairs CDF-471
FOLK FESTIVAL

Celebrate the 45th anniversary of the New Jersey Folk Festival

Located on the lawn of Woodlawn Mansion, the Folk Festival offers live music, crafts and food vendors, and heritage demonstrations.

Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology
Explore the molecules of life, see microbes in action, build your own bug, and explore how microorganisms change the world. Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology, G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Undergraduate Club, The Rutgers Association of Toxicology Students (R.A.T.S.), Rutgers Student Chapter of the American Society of Microbiology CDPP-40

Child Seat Inspection Station Information Table
Is your child’s car seat installed correctly? Learn about inspection stations available at Rutgers and more. University Public Safety, Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-299

Continuing Professional Education
What’s your big idea? See how we can help you get there. Office of Continuing Professional Education, New Jersey Agricultural Experimentation Station CDPP-252

Dig It!
Learn about the variety of soils and insects in New Jersey, and pass through the soil tunnel to learn about soil ecology and conservation. Soil Testing and Plant Diagnostic Laboratories CDPP-522

Dorm Room Fire Demonstration
See simulated fires throughout the day. At 2 p.m., see a live fire demo showing how sprinklers can save lives. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-103

Eating Together: Eating Well and Exploring Home Food Preservation
Discover the many benefits of eating together as a family through an interactive display. Department of Family and Community Health Sciences, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-68

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Graduate Student Association Book Sale Outreach
Shop the book sale to support travel grants, outreach, and research. Rutgers Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Graduate Student Association CDPP-7

Growing Our Landscapes at Rutgers
Explore our hydrological demonstration table, Lego experimentation station, and seed bomb crafting. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association, Department of Landscape Architecture CDPP-436

How To Use a Fire Extinguisher
Learn a life-saving skill. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-102

HR @ RU
See how this student group advances the HR profession. Rutgers University Society for Human Resource Management Undergraduate Chapter CDPP-419

Institute and Community
Learn about our community work and summer internship program. Rutgers Institute for Health, Health Care Policy, and Aging CDPP-402

iOT Visual Interactions
Experience “programmable art,” made from conventional art and paper-based circuits with iOT sensors. Robbinsville Innovation 4-H Club, Mercer County 4-H CDPP-561

It’s All about Lentils
Sample the Minty Chicken Lentil Burger and Scarlet Knight Juice! It’s All about Lentils CDPP-8

Jersey Coast Touch Tank
Marine Science Building Get up close and personal with some fascinating New Jersey marine species. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDPP-467

Know Your Body Composition
Measure your body composition and find out what it means. Nutritional Sciences Graduate Program CDPP-282

Know Your Labor and Employment Law AND Employee Ownership 101
Test your knowledge of labor and employment laws. School of Management and Labor Relations CDPP-157

Know Your Limits: Interactive Learning about the Effects of Alcohol
Try on the “drunk goggles” and see how your perception changes under the influence. Center of Alcohol Studies, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology, Center for Communication and Health Issues: RU SURE Program, Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-143

L.G. Cook 4-H Camp
Choose a tech-free, 1951 camp experience. Learn by doing the 4-H way in a supportive outdoor environment. 4-H Youth Development, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-527

Make Before You Waste D.I.Y. Activities
Learn about the importance of recycling and protecting the Earth while crafting a creation from recycled goods. Collegiate 4-H CDPP-500

Master Gardener Plant Sale
Shop an assortment of unusual and popular vegetables, herbs, and flowers, including the Rutgers and Ramapo tomatoes. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-127

New Brunswick Community Farmers Market Plant Sale
Support fresh produce access for Rutgers students and community members. New Brunswick Community Farmers Market, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-232

New Jersey Suicide Prevention Hopeline
A free, confidential 24-hour hotline available to all New Jersey residents. Rutgers Behavioral Health Sciences, University Behavioral Health Care, National Call Center CDPP-400

Pool Noodle Fishing for Facts
Marine Science Building Use your best fishing skills to reel in facts and trivia about the ocean. Rutgers Oceanography Club CDPP-156

Passion Puddle Area All-day programs

10 a.m. – 4 p.m. 4-H Information
Learn how to get involved in 4-H youth development in New Jersey. State 4-H Association CDPP-502

50 Years of Nutrition Education in New Jersey
See cooking and nutrition demos from each of the past five decades. Taste the food and experience the evolution of nutrition! NJ Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) CDPP-454

Alpha Zeta Hot Dogs and Apparel
Stop by for hot dogs and Cook Kid apparel. Alpha Zeta CDPP-194

Ask the State Climatologist
Visit with NJ climate experts and find out why we’ve seen such extremes lately. Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist CDPP-35

Autism Awareness
Spin the wheel and win prizes by learning more about autism. Get a temporary autism awareness tattoo to show support. Applied and Academic Autism Services, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology CDPP-53

Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology
Explore the molecules of life, see microbes in action, build your own bug, and explore how microorganisms change the world. Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology, G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Undergraduate Club, The Rutgers Association of Toxicology Students (R.A.T.S.), Rutgers Student Chapter of the American Society of Microbiology CDPP-40

Child Seat Inspection Station Information Table
Is your child’s car seat installed correctly? Learn about inspection stations available at Rutgers and more. University Public Safety, Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-299

Continuing Professional Education
What’s your big idea? See how we can help you get there. Office of Continuing Professional Education, New Jersey Agricultural Experimentation Station CDPP-252

Dig It!
Learn about the variety of soils and insects in New Jersey, and pass through the soil tunnel to learn about soil ecology and conservation. Soil Testing and Plant Diagnostic Laboratories CDPP-522

Dorm Room Fire Demonstration
See simulated fires throughout the day. At 2 p.m., see a live fire demo showing how sprinklers can save lives. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-103

Eating Together: Eating Well and Exploring Home Food Preservation
Discover the many benefits of eating together as a family through an interactive display. Department of Family and Community Health Sciences, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-68

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Graduate Student Association Book Sale Outreach
Shop the book sale to support travel grants, outreach, and research. Rutgers Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Graduate Student Association CDPP-7

Growing Our Landscapes at Rutgers
Explore our hydrological demonstration table, Lego experimentation station, and seed bomb crafting. Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association, Department of Landscape Architecture CDPP-436

How To Use a Fire Extinguisher
Learn a life-saving skill. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-102

HR @ RU
See how this student group advances the HR profession. Rutgers University Society for Human Resource Management Undergraduate Chapter CDPP-419

Institute and Community
Learn about our community work and summer internship program. Rutgers Institute for Health, Health Care Policy, and Aging CDPP-402

iOT Visual Interactions
Experience “programmable art,” made from conventional art and paper-based circuits with iOT sensors. Robbinsville Innovation 4-H Club, Mercer County 4-H CDPP-561

It’s All about Lentils
Sample the Minty Chicken Lentil Burger and Scarlet Knight Juice! It’s All about Lentils CDPP-8

Jersey Coast Touch Tank
Marine Science Building Get up close and personal with some fascinating New Jersey marine species. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDPP-467

Know Your Body Composition
Measure your body composition and find out what it means. Nutritional Sciences Graduate Program CDPP-282

Know Your Labor and Employment Law AND Employee Ownership 101
Test your knowledge of labor and employment laws. School of Management and Labor Relations CDPP-157

Know Your Limits: Interactive Learning about the Effects of Alcohol
Try on the “drunk goggles” and see how your perception changes under the influence. Center of Alcohol Studies, Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology, Center for Communication and Health Issues: RU SURE Program, Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-143

L.G. Cook 4-H Camp
Choose a tech-free, 1951 camp experience. Learn by doing the 4-H way in a supportive outdoor environment. 4-H Youth Development, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-527

Make Before You Waste D.I.Y. Activities
Learn about the importance of recycling and protecting the Earth while crafting a creation from recycled goods. Collegiate 4-H CDPP-500

Master Gardener Plant Sale
Shop an assortment of unusual and popular vegetables, herbs, and flowers, including the Rutgers and Ramapo tomatoes. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-127

New Brunswick Community Farmers Market Plant Sale
Support fresh produce access for Rutgers students and community members. New Brunswick Community Farmers Market, Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDPP-232

New Jersey Suicide Prevention Hopeline
A free, confidential 24-hour hotline available to all New Jersey residents. Rutgers Behavioral Health Sciences, University Behavioral Health Care, National Call Center CDPP-400

Pool Noodle Fishing for Facts
Marine Science Building Use your best fishing skills to reel in facts and trivia about the ocean. Rutgers Oceanography Club CDPP-156

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or orange Rutgers Day T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
RU Photo Booth
Step into the photo booth for a printed picture and enter a raffle. Rutgers Photography Club CDPP-420

Rutgers Center for Fisheries and Ocean Sustainability
Marine Science Building
Get expert insight into issues facing our ocean’s fisheries, see the latest technology and take part in a fish printing activity. Rutgers Center for Fisheries and Ocean Sustainability CDPP-181

Rutgers Police, Security, and CSO Recruitment
Join the ranks of the Rutgers Police, Security, and Community Service Officer Program. University Public Safety CDPP-104

Rutgers Youth Anxiety and Depression Clinic
Learn about Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) treatment for children and adolescent anxiety and depression. Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology CDPP-58

Rutgers-Horizon Fitness Challenge
Learn to squat before you jump, run before you race, throw before you play ball, and most importantly, learn how to fuel yourself to do it all! Center for Health and Human Performance (CHHP), Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health (FNH) CDPP-389

Science Communication Initiative
Do you speak “science?” Test your knowledge of scientific facts and language. Science Communication Initiative CDPP-150

Seeing Community in New Ways
What is community? Look through large kaleidoscopes and make a small one to take home. RU Spiritual CDPP-166

Spring is for Planting
Time to get growing! Get advice from experts and purchase plants for your garden. Rutgers Gardens CDPP-83

Telephone Recovery Support
Peers provide confidential weekly telephone support calls to individuals seeking recovery from substance abuse disorders. Rutgers University Behavioral Health Center CDPP-397

The Cook Community Alumni Association
Meet and greet alumni from the Ag School, CES Cook College, and SEBS. Cook Community Alumni Association CDPP-197

The Hidden Treasures of Natural History: Chrysler Herbarium
Step into the Chrysler Herbarium to experience the state’s last and largest scientific plant and fungal collection. Chrysler Herbarium, School of Environmental and Biological Sciences CDPP-289

The Plaza at Livingston Campus
Visit Henry’s Diner, Hoja Asian Fusion, Kilmen’s Market, kite+key Rutgers Tech Store, The Wright Cut, Qdoba Mexican Grill, Starbucks, 16 Handles Yogurt, and Rutgers Cinema. Institutional Planning and Operations CDPP-51

The Psychologist Is In
Download our Snapchat GeoFilter to take photo booth pics, make your own stress ball, and assemble a bag of coping items. Graduate School of Applied and Professional Psychology CDPP-216

Things We Can Learn about Climate from Mud
Learn about past climates by taking a sediment core from the ocean floor and studying changes in these fossils. Department of Marine and Coastal Sciences CDPP-324

Tornado Simulation
Marine Science Building
Test your weather knowledge and create a tornado in a bottle. Rutgers Meteorology Club CDPP-92

Undergraduate Food Science Club Ice Cream Sale
Choose from seven flavors of homemade ice cream, and learn how we make it. Undergraduate Food Science Club, Rutgers Food Science GSA CDPP-79

Walk Through a Burning Building
Experience a fire situation firsthand. See how fires start, learn what you can do to prevent them, and find out how to establish an escape plan. Rutgers University Emergency Services CDPP-100

Weather Bear
Marine Science Building
Dress the weather bear appropriately for the weather, and win a prize. RU-tv WeatherWatcher CDPP-379

What’s New in Technology
Step into virtual reality. kite+key, Rutgers Tech Store CDPP-122

What’s that Fish?! Marine Science Building
Learn about New Jersey fish and fisheries. Rutgers Student Subunit of the American Fisheries Society CDPP-219

Wheel of Traditions
Spin the wheel, answer questions about history and traditions at Rutgers, and win a prize. Office of Academic Services CDPP-291

Red Oak Lane Area All-day programs
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A Look into Armenian Culture
Learn about this vibrant culture through traditional clothing, instruments, and language. Rutgers Armenian Students Association CDPP-509

All About Insects
Get up close and personal with live and preserved insects, and watch a cockroach race. Graduate Entomology Student Organization (GES) CDPP-323

Banana DNA Extraction
Use soap and ethanol to extract fragments of DNA from mashed up bananas. Designer Genes Biotechnology Club CDRL-441

Beeckeeping Club of Rutgers
Brush up on honey bees and the important role they play in the ecosystem. The Beekeepers Association of Rutgers University CDRL-180

Biofilm: The Good and Bad
Learn what they are and how microbes use them. G. H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club CDRL-147

Climb that Tree
Climb a tree with our help, and learn about upcoming events. Rutgers University Outdoors Club CDRL-59

Collegiate 100 Makes a Splash
Join in water balloon battles and bubbles for kids. Collegiate 100 CDRL-432

Composting, Vermicomposting, and Planting Wildflowers
Learn about our scrap collection program, plant wildflowers in a K-Cup, and visit our friendly worms. Rutgers Compost Club CDRL-258

CROPS Plant Sale
Get gardening tips, and purchase herbs, veggies, and flowers for your garden. Cook Researchers of Plant Science CDRL-364

Discovering Landscape Architecture
Understand landscape architecture through sketching and zen garden design. Rutgers Landscape Architecture Club CDRL-370

Face Painting and Sliming
Make slime or get your face painted and become a work of art. Youth Empowerment Club CDRL-497

Famous Feminists
Play mason jar toss, with a feminist spin. Women’s Center Coalition CDRL-338

Fight the Knight
Challenge an experienced member in not so gentle. Martial Arts Club CDRL-600
Geoprady

Test your geographic knowledge and hold the world in your hands (careful, it’s heavy). Rutgers Undergraduate Geography Society CDROL-274

Hunger Games

Participate in a clementine eating contest, the chubby bunny challenge, and other games to learn about food insecurity. Rutgers Against Hunger CDROL-135

Imaginate Drawing Table

Express yourself and add to a collaborative drawing. The Imaginate Literary Magazine CDROL-129

KON’s Doggie Depot and Dance Party

Bring your dog for fresh treats and a dance contest. Kappa Omicron Nu National Honor Society for the Human Sciences CDROL-312

Leadership Through Adventure Learning

Experience our interactive display of colorful team building equipment—climb, stomp, and leap. Leadership and Experiential Learning CDROL-101

Meet Mu Sigma Upsilon

Learn about our organization. Mu Sigma Upsilon Sorority, Inc. CDROL-411

Meet the Green Print Staff!

Meet and greet the people behind Rutgers Green Print. Grab a printed issue or promotional pin. Rutgers Green Print CDROL-161

Nutrition Facts Game Wheel

Answer three questions about nutrition and win a prize. Rutgers University Nutrition Club CDROL-25

Origami and Photo Booth

Make a craft and snap a pic. Anime and Japanese Environmental Society CDROL-374

PhotogRUFFy Booth and Water Station

Pose in the photo booth with our dogs and props. Bring your pup for a cool drink. Rutgers Companion Animal Club CDROL-28

Planting Seeds With SGC

Plant your own seed and watch it grow. SEBS Governing Council CDROL-190

Primate Conservation Station

Play "Match the Tail" and “Primate Comhole” to expand your knowledge of primates. Get your face painted like a mandrill or lemur. Rutgers University for Primate Conservation CDROL-223

Pyramids of Integrity

Who can stack cups into a pyramid fastest? National Society of Collegiate Scholars CDROL-153

R U Nutty! Rutgers Hazelnut and Dogwood Breeding

Show off your nut knowledge and win a hazelnut tree. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-13

Reach Out and Read: Book and Movie Trivia

Throw the ball, make a basket, and answer pop culture trivia for a prize. Reach Out and Read CDROL-225

Reduce Your Impact

Learn about sustainable living and reducing your impact, through a fun sewing activity and repair station. Rutgers Zero Waste Collective CDROL-337

Refreshing Mocktails with Rutgers Culinary Club

Beat the heat with a refreshing mocktail. Rutgers Culinary Club CDROL-228

Rutgers Bass Fishing Club Activities and Demonstrations

Practice your technique by casting into a small pool of water for a prize. Or, learn the basics of fishing with an interactive demo in Passion Puddle. Rutgers Bass Fishing Club, Rutgers Recreation CDROL-148

Rutgers Entrepreneurship Ag Program (REAP)

Pick up seeds and seedlings of Rutgers’ Pumpkin Habanero pepper and others. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-516

Rutgers Quiditch

Will you score a goal? Compete head-to-head in this Hogwarts sport. Rutgers University Quidditch Club CDROL-139

Rutgers Reptiles

Learn the taxonomy, adaption, conversation, care, and management of reptiles. Rutgers Herpetology Program CDROL-29

SEBS EOF Community of Students Involved ‘N’ Education

See how we enrich the student experience through networking, professional development, and volunteering. COSINE CDROL-313

Self-Guided Greenhouse Tour and Plant Sale

Experience five sections of tropical plants, then shop the plant sale. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-251

Test Your Stormwater Knowledge

Learn about Rutgers’ stormwater compliance program and how you can help protect the environment. Rutgers Environmental Health and Safety, Institutional Planning and Operations CDROL-38

The Cook Organic Garden Club

Pick up seeds and seedlings of plants, then shop the plant sale. Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources CDROL-107

The Daily Targum

Pick up our latest issue, or grab a giveaway! The Daily Targum CDROL-477

Whack-A-Knight

Come one, come all! Duel with a not-so-edible knight! Rutgers University Bugging Out Club CDROL-192

Wildlife Society

Learn how we support wildlife conservation and education. The Wildlife Society: Rutgers University Student Chapter CDROL-192

You Have the Power Today to Change Tomorrow

Learn about environmental issues in New Brunswick and at Rutgers, and help us try to solve them. Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-326

Red Oak Lane Area Programs listed by start time

11:00 a.m.

Plant Staking for Raised Beds, Pots, and Gardens

Floriculture Greenhouses

Staking tomatoes isn’t always fun, but learn how it can be easier! Department of Plant Biology CDROL-385

12 p.m.

Horticultural Therapy

Floriculture Greenhouses

Understand the role plants can play in healing, rehabilitation, or training for individuals with special needs. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-316

1:00 p.m.

Carnivorous Plants

Floriculture Greenhouses

These plants might bite … or leave a sticky digestive enzyme that consumes slowly. See our collection of carnivorous plants that eat their prey. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-381

1:30 p.m.

Orchids and Epiphytes

Floriculture Greenhouses

See hundreds of diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-383

2:30 p.m.

Edible vs. Poisonous

Floriculture Greenhouses

Ever see a macadamia or cashew plant? One nut is near impossible to open, the other is poisonous when raw. Find out which is which on this tour of edible and not-so-edible plants. Department of Plant Biology CDROL-369